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DBArtisan®

 vs Quest Toad with DB Admin Module

OVERVIEW

Database administrators and IT managers are finding themselves 
managing more databases than ever before. Today, the average 
DBA manages more than 50 databases – and they are not all on the 
same DBMS platform. A recent survey showed that the average DBA 
manages at least two different platforms and 50% manage up to four 
different DBMSs.

The requirements for high performance and availability have increased 
as well. Some organizations have zero tolerance for downtime. What 
does this all mean? DBAs need high-performance, cross-platform 
database administration tools that help them keep pace with changing 
environments and growing demands. Only Embarcadero offers DBAs 
cross-platform administration tools.  

DBArtisan’s Analysts offer DBAs the capacity planning, storage, and 
performance optimization tools they need to maintain the highest 
levels of database performance and availability. Performance Analyst 
helps monitor and diagnose performance degradation issues. Capacity 
Analyst tracks key database performance metrics such as database 
growth and server load for proactive planning and problem prevention. 
Space Analyst offers sophisticated diagnostics to help pinpoint space-
related problems. The bottom line: only Embarcadero offers a cross-
platform database administration tool that was designed specifically 
with the DBA in mind. 

CASE STUDY

A recent Total Economic Impact™ study conducted by Forrester 
Consulting examined the financial impact and potential return on 
investment (ROI) of a DBArtisan deployment within a 2,500 employee, 
$2.1 billion annual revenue life insurance company. In addition to the 
measurable financial gains the company realized by using DBArtisan 
(857% risk-adjusted ROI and a three-month horizon to regain the 
investment), the study also found that DBArtisan provided significant 
productivity gains among the application development, database 
administration, and IT infrastructure staff, measured in terms of labor 
cost savings. 

The value for the DBA team was expressed to Forrester in terms of the 
number of additional staff – estimated to be four full-time employees 
– who would be required to carry out the group’s responsibilities 
without the use of DBArtisan. “Without a trustworthy tool that can 
generate flawless DDL and SQL, which can in turn be promoted into 
production without error, we would require several more people than 
we currently employ. We could not do the job that my team does 
without a tool like DBArtisan,” said the assistant vice president of 
database administration. 

A recent study by DBTA found that 79 percent 
of respondents manage a secondary database 
environment.
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At the time the Forrester study was written, the three-person DBA team 
in this organization managed two database platforms: Sybase and SQL 
Server. Less than a year later they now manage three platforms; Oracle 
has been added to the mix.

Feature
DBArtisan 

Workbench

Toad for 
Oracle with 
DB Admin 
Module*

Wizard driven creation process for all objects x
Common Editors for all Objects across all  
DBMS platforms (Toad has separate browsers/
editors for many objects)

x

Cross-platform DBMS support from a single 
interface x

Cross–platform data  and schema migration x **
SQL Logging x x
PL/SQL Code Formatting x x
PL/SQL Code Formatting Configuration x x
Configurable auto-replacement of characters x x
User-defined code templates x x
Extract DDL for multiple objects in ISQL window x x
Execute database commands against a group of 
objects x x

Schedule any command from SQL window x
SQL command recall x x
Parse SQL Command – Display returned columns x
Extract table data into Insert statements x x
Live data editing x x
Visual Query Builder (Quest Query Builder) x x
View query performance statistics x
PL/SQL Debugger and Profiler x x
Files search utility x x
Database text search x
Database object search x x
Advanced space analysis and management x
Advanced performance diagnostics and analysis x
Advanced capacity planning and trend analysis x
Fast backup and recovery utility for SQL Server x

* DB Admin Module is only available for Oracle. 
** Oracle only. No cross-platform capabilities.


